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On September 3, 2023, Special Agent (SA) Josh Rammel (Rammel) responded to the
Wapakoneta Post of the Ohio State Highway Patrol (OSP) in regard to an Officer Involved
Critical Incident (OICI) involving an incident between OSP and involved person, Danny Berry
(Berry), on Interstate 75 near the 110 mile marker.

Upon arrival at the Post, SA Rammel met with Sergeant ( . Racker identified
himself as the only OSP individual who fired his weapon during the interaction with Berry.

SA Rammel explained the investigative process to and informed him that he was free
to go home, and consult with s union representatives and attorney before being asked
questions pertaining to the shoot. SA Rammel confirmed that was not injured and
gathered some basic identification information such as s date of birth (March 30,
1995) and phone number ( . Once assured SA Rammel that he did not
require any medical attention, SA Rammel allowed to leave the Post with SA Rammel's
contact information.

Prior to SA Rammel's arrival, Sergeant Ryan Purpura (Purpura) took several photographs of
as he appeared while on duty. Included in the photographs were images of s

duty weapon and all the ammo for the duty weapon that was carried by at that time.

The photographs taken by Purpura were attached to this investigation.
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